
PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

EN-027 5.00$    

EN-028 8.00$    

TR-024 160.00$  

TR-025 38.00$   

TR-026 10.00$   

TR-030 38.00$   

TR-045 38.00$   

TR-046 16.00$   

TR-060 130.00$  

TR-062 200.00$  

TR-063 90.00$   

TR-064 38.00$   

TR-065 90.00$   

TR-066 25.00$   

TR-067 10.00$   

TR-070 20.00$   

CP-738 25.00$   

RETAIL PRICE LIST

A five car train connected with eye hooks. This train

is made of different kinds of wood. It has the engine,

coal, tanker, and passenger cars.

Carrying Case Train

A four car mobile train can be removed from the 

carrying case and connected.

2 Car Magnet Train - Size 9"

A two car train connected with magnets.

Tiny Tot Train - Size 1'

A three car connected train.

1" Train Engine - Size 4" x 1"

Description: A small toy ideal for a young train

lover.

2" Train Engine - Size 4" x 2"

Description: A small toy that is designed thicker

for easier handling.

5 Car PPT Train - Size 5'

5 Car Slab Wheel Train - Medium - Size 2 1/2'

A five car train with detachable leather connections.

5 Car Molding Train - Size 16"

A connected five car train.

9 Car Train - Size 4 1/2'

A six car detachable train with removable circus 

animals.

6 Car Train - Medium - Size 25"

A six car detachable train with removable barrels

DESCRIPTION

The five piece train includes the engine, a

side dump car, a three level car carrier with 

eighteen miniature cars, and a crane with a 360° boom.

5 Car Bear Train - Medium - Size 2 1/2' 

A five car detachable train with a bear in the circus

car and a removable race car.

5 Car PPT Train - Size 8"

5 Car Train - Size 3'

A five car detachable train with removable people.

5 Car Train - Small - Size 1'

and tractor.

POPULAR POPLAR TOYS
Owners: Charles & Shirley Smith

10046 Proctor Creek Rd.
New Martinsville, WV  26155

Phone: (304) 455-2495
Fax: (304) 455-3186

Email: pptoys@wildblue.net

TRAINS

A nine car train with removable oil barrels, pickle

barrels, milk cans, and a truck.

7 Car Train - Size 6'

A seven car train with removable logs and barrels.

6 Car Circus Train - Size 3'

A five car connect train.

5 Car PPT Train - Medium - Size 1 1/2'

A connected five car train with an open coal car and

boxcar. A removable camper truck is on one car and 

a removable person in the engine.



PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

MC-532 30.00$   

MM-509 38.00$   

MT-510 8.00$    

MT-580 50.00$   

TT-517 8.00$    

PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

BT-036 30.00$   

CC-005 60.00$   

CC-006 40.00$   

CC-054 36.00$   

CR-007 90.00$   

CT-044 28.00$   

DP-009 40.00$   

LG-083 80.00$   

SH-039 28.00$   

TC-023 32.00$   

TK-020 30.00$   

PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

CM-033 18.00$   

FL-011 28.00$   

FT-041 18.00$   

GR-012 18.00$   

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

A mobile truck with two detachable ladders.

Grader - Size 8"

A mobile piece of equipment with a blade that raises and

lowers, and angles from left to right.

equipment with a mobile mixer drum.

Forklift - Size 8"

Hand operated crank that raises and lowers forks. Skid

and four barrels are removable.

Fire Truck - Size 6"  

a farm - the tractor.

Tanker Truck - Size 18"

A solid detachable truck and trailer.

Concrete Mixer - Size 8"  A piece of construction

WHEEL TOYS - MEDIUM

young child to play with.

Steam Shovel - Size 7"

Two-finger operated; turns 360° and the bucket dumps when

fully extended.

Tractor - Large - Size 10"

Children can play with one of the most used vehicles on 

projectiles at stone castles.

Dump Truck - Size 14"

A mobile truck with a dumping bed, tailgate opens and 

two people are movable.

Log Truck - Size 24"

This toy will bring years of fun and fulfill dreams for a 

on the truck.

Crane - Size 20"  A piece of construction equipment with a

base that rotates 360°, a boom that raises and lowers, and

a rope that picks a load up and down.

Catapult - Size 9"

An ancient replica of a mechnical arm used for hurling

unloaded, upper deck can be lowered to unload autos also.

4 Car - Car Carrier - Size 14"  Designed with large parts

suitable for small children. It's easy to use with cars

attaching to the carrier with magnets.

3 Car Puzzle Car Carrier - Size 18"

A car carrier with removable cars shaped to fit back

game playing surface is on top.

Bucket Truck - Size 14"

Replica of a telephone or electric truck that booms up

to 18" and turns 360°.

10 Car - Car Carrier - Size 14"  Carries ten 1 1/2" autos.

Tailgates serves as a ramp. After the lower deck is  

Musical Marble Tree - A thirty leaf musical tree. Release

marbles from the top leaf then watch and listen to the 

musical tones as the marble rolls from leaf to leaf. 

Includes leather pouch and fifteen marbles.

Tic Tac Toe - The old fashion game of Tic Tac Toe with a

new design. The marbles are stored inside the box and the

WHEEL TOYS - LARGE

Marble Machine - A gravity operated transfer of all 

marbles individually from the upper trough to the lower

level. Fifteen marbles and a leather pouch are included.

Marble Trick - The object of this toy is to put both

marbles, on in each section, in the designed hole at the

same time.

Marble Chute - A folk toy designed to use marbles on

a racetrack and is an eye-appealing toy. Includes a 

pouch and fifteen marbles.

MARBLE TOYS



PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

BR-017 10.00$   

BX-004 8.00$    

CC-043 10.00$   

CW-080 10.00$   

DP-010 10.00$   

DZ-008 10.00$   

HS-055 10.00$   

LG-014 8.00$    

RC-018 9.00$    

TC-022 10.00$   

TK-021 8.00$    

PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

MA-015S 1.50$    

MA-015 10.00$   

MA016 3.00$    

MA047P 4.00$    

MA-047T 4.00$    

MA-047W 4.00$    

MA-071 10.00$   

PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

AP-001 8.00$    

AP-002 30.00$   

HE-013 24.00$   

PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

ST-019 40.00$   

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Sternwheeler - Size 12"

A riverboat replica. Not recommended for water use.

traveling and stimulating the imagination.

Airplane - Small - Size 3 1/2"

1900's replica of a bi-plane with a turning propeller.

F16 Jet - Size 12"

pocket stuffer.

Wrecker - Size 4"  A small replica of a real tow truck.

Ideal for a child's imagination.

3 Auto Package - Small mobile autos that are great for

A variety of cars and trucks made with 3/4" lumber.

Pickup - Size 4 1/2"  This small toy will keep children

occupied, anywhere they go.

Tank Truck - Size 3 1/2"  A small toy that makes a great

A small detachable truck and trailer.

Mini Auto - Size 1 1/2" - Sold Single or Package of 10

Small mobile autos that are great for traveling and 

stimulating the imagination.

Assorted Auto - Size 3 1/2"

WHEEL TOYS - MINI

look like your favorite professional race car.

Tractor - Small - Size 6"

A replica of the well known farm tractor.

Tanker Truck - Small - Size 6"

six horse cutouts that can be removed.

Log Truck - Small - Size 6"

A small mobile replica of a log truck with removable logs.

Race Car - Size 4"

Imagineable replica of a race car that could be painted to

A mobile truck with dumping bed.

Dozer - Size 5"  A piece of construction equipment with

finger operation of the blade.

Horse Truck - Size 10"  A small functional truck that has

A mobile car carrier with two removable cars.

Cow Truck - Size 10"

A small functional truck that has three cow cutouts

that can be removed.

Dump Truck - Size 5"

removable barrels.

Box Car Truck - Small - Size 6"

A small truck that any child will have hours of fun with.

Car Carrier - Small - Size 6"

Barrel Truck - Size 6"

A detachable truck and trailer with three

WHEEL TOYS - SMALL

AIRCRAFTS

STERNWHEELER

A modern replica of a F-16 jet plane.

Helicopter - Size 8"

A model aircraft with rotating blades.



PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

CL-592 30.00$   

KE-518WV 3.50$    

KE-518OH 3.50$    

KE-518PA 3.50$    

MG-520WV 2.00$    

MG-520OH 2.00$    

MG-520PA 2.00$    

NK-522WV 5.00$    

NK-522OH 5.00$    

NK-522PA 5.00$    

OR-521WV 2.00$    

OR-521OH 2.00$    

OR-521PA 2.00$    

PN-519WV 2.00$    

PN-519OH 2.00$    

PN-519PA 2.00$    

PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

AB-535 8.00$    

BC-530 9.00$    

BC-550 9.00$    

FB-505 5.00$    

JL-536 10.00$   

PP-539 10.00$   

PP-707 6.00$    

RA-515 5.00$    

RC-575 38.00$   

TO-703 3.50$    

TP-523 2.00$    

TP-545 9.00$    

TP-704 8.00$    

OH-513 15.00$   

and jump a side peg then remove the jumped peg  until there is only

one peg left.

Outhouse - An old fashion style restroom that is intended for 

novelty amusement. When the frame of the outhouse is constructed over

the mousetrap, persuade a friend to drop a nickel in the opening top. 

The surprise - the outhouse explodes safely and quickly!

Whirley Top - A finger-spinning top that comes in assorted shapes.

Spindle Top - Hold the handle with the spindle top pointed down. 

Pull the small handle attached to the string quickly, pull handle up

to allow the top to spin freely on its own on a flat surface.

Triangle Peg Puzzle - The object of this toy is to take a peg piece

Roller Coaster - A roller coaster that has a connected car that 

rolls and flips down the track.

Take Me Off Puzzle - The object of this toy is to take the white 

piece of wood that says "Take Me Off" off of the string or away from

the puzzle without cutting the string.

Peg Puzzle - Move two pegs at a time in four moves, getting

all the light pegs on one side and the dark on the other.

Roll Around - The object of this game is to start with the 

ball on one side of the tongs and to roll the ball to the 

other side without dropping or touching it with a flip of the wrist.

the end blocks. Tip this block from side to side and the

other blocks will appear to travel down the ladder.

Ping Pong Shooter - A Ping Pong ball shooting rubber band 

gun. Two balls included with each gun.

Ball & Cup - Horizontal  - The object of the game is

to put the ball in the cup without touching the ball.

Flipper Ball - The object is to put the ball on one of the

three holes on the paddle to see how many points you can

get. This can also be used as a challenge with someone else.

Jacob's Ladder - Suspend ladder by holding edges of one of 

Acrobat

A tumbling clown on parallel bars.

Ball & Cup - Vertical  - The object of the game is to 

catch the ball into the cup without touching the ball.

State Magnet

State Necklace

State Ornament

DESCRIPTION

State Keychain

State Pin

Carousel - A replica of the summer fair carousel.

DESCRIPTION
GIFTS

WOODEN GAMES & PUZZLES



PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

BB-502 10.00$   

FP-503 10.00$   

GC-506 5.00$    

LL-590 18.00$   

PHOTO ITEM # PRICE

Large Puzzles

Apple (5) Dog (6) Rabbit w/Baby (4)

Assortment Elephant (4) Rooster (9)

Bear (7) Giraffe (6) Santa (11)

Bird In Tree (7) Horse (6) Tractor (7)

Butterfly (5) Humpty Dumpty (6) Train (9)

Cardinal (7) Maple Leaf (5) West Virginia (7)

Chicken/Chick (6) Rabbit Floppy Ear (6)

JP-720 Cow (5) Rabbit - Side (5) 8.00$    

Medium Puzzles

Heart (5)

Jack-O-Lantern (4)

Nativity (5)

Penguin (4)

Pig (4)

Pumpkin (4)

JP-730 Sheep 7.00$    

Small Puzzles

Assortment Elephant (3) Snowman (6)

Bunny (3) Frog (3) Tree (4)

Camel (3) Mouse (3) Turtle (3)

JP-740 Dinosaur (3) Pig (3) Turtle (5) 5.00$    

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Duck w/Baby (5)

Assortment

Bear (4)

Bear (5)

Circle (6)

Colt (3)

Dog (6)

Golf Club A child's golf putter, including a whiffle ball.

Lap Loom An old fashion-weaving tool with a hook. Scarves, sweaters,

hats, and booties can be made with this loom.

Bug Barn  A small barn shaped box with a screen top. It's ideal for 

a child to collect bugs in.

Fishing Pole  A child's fishing rod with a reel that actually winds 

up and down (does not cast). Instead of a real hook, the hook block 

includes a magnet that attracts the magnet on the fish. 3 Fish Included.

Wooden puzzles are an excellent learning toy for your young ones.  Coordination skills are 
being used while they are having fun.

CRAFTS & HOBBY

JIGSAW PUZZLES


